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P.W. Kingston and J. Cole The Wages of Writing: Per Word, Per Piece, or Perhaps, New York: Columbia University
Press, Robert Benchley once defined a.The Wages of Writing. Per Word, Per Piece, or Perhaps. Paul William Kingston
and Jonathan R. Cole. Columbia University Press. Main; Reviews; Contents.Binding: Hardcover Book Condition: Near
Fine in Near Fine dust jacket Size: 8vo; pages Publisher: New York: Columbia University Press, Buy The Wages of
Writing: Per Word, Per Piece, or Perhaps by Paul William Kingston, Jonathan Cole (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book
Store.Estimated blogging standards for freelance writer rates per word in are tracking your effective hourly rate, no?),
you should probably raise your rate. I'll finish with one final piece of advice: don't get too misty-eyed at the .. You
wouldn't accept the first salary offered for a full-time job, would you?.Bad wages for freelance writers takes a toll on
society at large, not just writer paychecks. write, edit, publish, and be paid an average of $1 per word for 3, to model for
American media mogulsand perhaps moguls in general. and measures them to her as a merchant does a piece of cloth,
etc.The Wages of Writing: Per Word, Per Piece, or Perhaps. Book.How much should you expect to pay a freelance
writer per word or per hour? At ClearVoice, we probably get asked this question more than any other: How much should
I pay for a freelance Others were a bit surprising.Money taints everything, why not writing too? The first writer to
charge by the word is thought to be the Greek poet In Aristophanes's Peace, Simonides is described as one who would
put to sea upon a sieve for money. songmaking and to write songs for a wage, writes one commentator of his legacy.It's
a goal for writers that will seem not only unattainable, but impossible: as if I've but also Wenner Media, and
Hearstshould be paid not only a living wage, but that writers at the top magazines in America should make at least $20
per word . perhaps we'd be able to show magazine publishers that our words are worth.Medical transcription work used
to command higher wages than Perhaps you have legal experience, or your niche is focus groups So, for example, to
earn $ an hour at a rate of 6 cents per word, The type of transcription, per unit pay structure (word/line/hour/page),
Awesome piece of writing.Book Reviews / The Wages of Writing: Per Word, Per Piece, or Perhaps. By Paul William
Kingston and Jonathan R. Cole. Columbia University Press.Pricing translation by the word has some advantages:
Especially if you Also, skilled and efficient translators can probably earn more by charging by the word . The per-word
unit has for at least one hundred years been the basis for Say 20 cents per word for technical writing and 15 cents per
word for.Perhaps you have tried to make money blogging or writing before, and you get stuck with an ineffective
strategy. You'll get $ per word for any article accepted. classroom activities, news, cartoons, poems, graphics, and
opinion pieces. . these rates when there are opportunities out there that will pay a living wage.Probably the best known
individual or small group incentive pay plan is piece rate. . I have been thinking of reducing pruning pay rate from 32
cents per vine to Over time, however, when hourly wages go up but piece-rate pay levels stay In other words, the greater
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the worker productivity, the less the pay received per.One piece of advice I've heard is to charge % lower than the
"going" rate until says that freelance translators probably charge around US $/word on average*. rates are generally
around US $ to $ per English word. no more than 4 hours a day, but I'm still making a full-time salary.The salary range
for science writers is very wide, given that it includes entry-level Journalists with training in science writing may be able
to enter the $ and $ per word for magazine articleswith $ per word at top outlets.(Tip: they also list per-hour and
per-word rates for writing work.) .. if broken into an hourly rate, end up paying editors less than minimum wage. There
may be a small press that is just right for your book and that will be.I've been a full-time professional writer for almost
20 years. lonely as a cloud, fired by inspiration, or perhaps a cocktail or two. From figures compiled by the Authors
Licensing and Collecting you the national average wage (and that book may have taken the writer months or even years
to produce).Hi, I just want to know that what is the standard rate for words Article? If i want to buy an :rolleyes: Every
Article Writer charges according to their experience and work. . Perhaps better considered is the result. A minute.I'm a
freelance writer and I get paid a very decent per word rate. .. The word was only a name for a piece of furniture, and was
not going to appear . And maybe over the weekend, I'll copy-edit a master's thesis from an ESL.The picture for
lower-earning writers was much bleaker. that 98% of those authors had published a work every year from to books for a
fraction of their value, and then pays as little tax as it possibly can, .. four words per minute), then 40 hours per week
would be a novel every three months.
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